Career Services Global Conference provides insight on the Digital Future.
Pohlen Partners is New Zealand’s member of the global Arbora career management organisation and
the annual global conference this year was in Oslo.
The “Digital Future” key note address was relevant to our NZ employment market, highlighting impact
clustered into three strategic buckets; efficiency, business change and social transformation. Global
research presented, showed NZ sits alongside Singapore and UAE as a stand out performing nation
in which the digital economy is moving fastest as plotted in the Digital Evolution Index, 2017.
Pohlen Partners’ customers benefit from our membership of the Arbora network that offers
internationally relevant career services customised to specific organisational situations and
individuals’ career requirements. Through a diverse team of experts, our programmes for change,
career management and leadership development meet shifting employment market demands and
provide optimum tailored solutions. In a technology enabled world, we engage appropriate platforms
combined with face to face consulting to achieve the best results for all. Cross border regional and
global projects benefit from the expertise of our in-market partnership companies, their depth of
experience and valuable local market knowledge.
Our career consulting embodies the Arbora curious, collaborative spirit. We add value to
organisations in many ways:







Maintaining productivity – through improved engagement and retention
Protecting and enhancing reputation – by providing appropriate career resource to employees
Minimising risk of legal challenge – supporting process and providing outplacement support
Reducing costs – with effective change processes and potential redeployment
Innovating – access to constantly evolving ecosystem of resources
Delivering global capability through local expertise

Now holding the Regional Chair, Pohlen Partners looks forward to elevating engagement with
regional and global partners, sharing insights and collaborating on projects, to benefit individuals
exploring new career pathways.
Please contact Robyn Webb on r.webb@pohlenpartners.co.nz if you wish to discuss any elements of
our career services.

